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In this research, we investigate how people signal information about their ties as opposed to information about the self. In particular,

we examine how strong ties cultivate their relationships by exchanging potentially socially costly content when an audience is present.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Although much of the literature on self-presentation and im-

pression management (for a review, see Baym 2010) has focused on 
individuals signaling self-relevant information, less work has been 
done on signaling information related to one’s ties. Ties are more 
than just the connections between people. Beyond their character-
istics, such as strength (Granovetter 1973), symmetry (Gouldner 
1960), multiplexity (Mitchell 1969), and homophily (McPherson, 
Smith-Lovin, and Cook 2001), ties represent relationships, and these 
relationships are more than the characteristics of the individuals or 
the interactions and exchanges between these nodes. 

We propose that consumers not only signal information about 
themselves, but that they also signal information about their ties on 
social media. We focus on a potentially socially costly behavior – 
bantering and teasing – to identify instances when the content is 
more revealing of information about a tie than about the individuals’ 
characteristics. 

Although there are many ways people can signal information 
about their ties, we investigate a particular type of behavior, namely 
friendly teasing amongst friends, on social media. Unlike signal-
ing self-relevant information, in which the type of content tends to 
be self-enhancing (Fiske 2001), teasing often entails the exchange 
of content that are negative-valenced in appearance (Keltner et al. 
2001). If the commentary were taken literally, it can lower others’ 
impression of oneself. Thus, teasing provides a means to disambigu-
ate signaling information about one’s ties from signaling information 
about the self because if the abrasiveness of the content were mis-
construed as signaling information about the self, it could be damag-
ing to one’s reputation. In support of tie signaling, we report three 
studies showing that (1) close friends are more likely to signal their 
ties when their interaction is publicly observable than when they are 
private; (2) people are able to disambiguate between signals of the 
self and signals of one’s ties; and (3) the phenomenon is partly driven 
by people’s desire to maintain their strong ties with close friends. 

The purpose of study 1 was to document the basic phenomenon 
and test if people are more likely to signal information about their 
ties depending on whether the exchanges are publicly observable or 
private on social media. Participants were first asked to think of ei-
ther a close friend or an average friend whom they frequently interact 
with on Facebook. After identifying a friend, participants were then 
asked to review all of their Facebook interactions over the past 12 
months using Facebook’s “See Friendship” function, a feature which 
grants users access to all of their previous activities. In one condi-
tion, participants reviewed and content analyzed each of their pub-
lic interactions with their friend on each others’ walls. In the other 
condition, participants retrieved and analyzed all of their private in-
teractions with their friend over Facebook’s private message. A 2 x 
2 ANOVA of the percentage of teasing-related content exchanged 
reveals a significant interaction between tie strength and the channel 
of communication (F(1, 204) = 4.44, p < .04). Specifically, strong ties 
signaled their relationship more by bantering and teasing one another 
more frequently when their interactions were publicly observable (M 
= 11.4%) than when they were in private (M = 6.3%), while weak 
ties teased more in private (M = 8.5%) than in public (M = 5.7%).

Study 2 builds on the previous study by determining whether 
people can disambiguate tie signaling from signaling information 
about the self. That is, if signals of one’s relationship is broadcasted 

into the network, can the friends of one’s network discern content 
where the sender is signaling information about himself as opposed 
to information about his relationship. Thus, whereas participants in 
study 1 content analyzed their own previous Facebook interaction 
for instances of tie signaling, participants in Study 2 were asked to 
review Facebook exchanges between two of their friends. The results 
revealed that participants who evaluated the interactions of a pair of 
friends with strong ties rated more instances of tie signaling through 
teasing (M = 14.3%) than participants who evaluated the interactions 
of a pair of friends with weak ties (M = 7.1%; F(1, 117) = 4.03, p < 
.05). Together, the findings of studies 1 and 2 reveal that tie signaling 
is more prevalent between close friends in public channels of social 
media. Although consumers have an alternative, more private chan-
nel through which they transmit more sensitive content, those with 
strong ties still signal their ties more in public. Moreover, tie signal-
ing is not only identifiable by the individuals sharing the tie, but also 
by mutual friends in the network. 

Lastly, to investigate the motivation behind tie signaling, study 
3 examines what types of content participants choose to share across 
different channels when their need to belong is either satiated or de-
prived. We find that when participants were asked to select content 
to share publicly with a strong tie, they chose marginally more pro-
vocative content to transmit than when they were asked to share pri-
vately with a strong tie through private messages (F(1, 284) = 3.17, 
p = .07). This effect is moderated by the need to belong. When the 
feeling of belongingness is satiated by asking participants to make 
easier retrievals of their past interactions with the strong tie on Face-
book, the difference in choosing provocative content between public 
and private channels is attenuated (F(1, 284) = 1.03, NS). However, 
when the feeling of belongingness is deprived by asking participants 
to make more difficult retrievals of past Facebook interactions with 
the friend, participants choose even more provocative content in the 
public-other condition than the private-other condition (F(1, 284) = 
3.82, p = .05). These results suggest a motive behind tie signaling is 
to cultivate and groom one’s ties with close others. 
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